
Complete Phrase Compilation For Traveling
To Bulgaria
Are you planning a trip to the enchanting country of Bulgaria? Whether you are
traveling for leisure or business, mastering a few essential phrases can greatly
enhance your experience and interactions with the locals. In this comprehensive
guide, we have compiled a list of essential phrases and expressions to help you
navigate your way around Bulgaria effortlessly.

1. Greetings and Basic Phrases

When arriving in a foreign country, it's always important to familiarize yourself with
common greetings and basic phrases. Here are a few phrases that will come in
handy:

"Здравейте" (Zdraveyte) - Hello

"Благодаря" (Blagodarya) - Thank you

"Моля" (Molya) - Please

"Да" (Da) - Yes

"Не" (Ne) - No

2. Ordering Food and Drinks

Exploring Bulgarian cuisine is an absolute must during your trip. Here are some
phrases to help you when ordering food and drinks:
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"Бих искал/а да поръчам ..." (Bih iskal/a da poracham...) - I would like to
order...

"Мога ли да видя менюто?" (Moga li da vidya menuto?) - Can I see the
menu?

"Какво препоръчвате?" (Kakvo preporachvate?) - What do you
recommend?

"Бих искал/а чаша вино, моля" (Bih iskal/a chasha vino, molya) - I would
like a glass of wine, please

"Дайте ми сметката, моля" (Dayte mi smetkata, molya) - Can I have the
bill, please?

3. Transportation and Directions

Getting around Bulgaria efficiently requires some knowledge of transportation and
directions. These phrases will significantly help you during your travels:

"Къде е ...?" (Kade e...?) - Where is...?

"Колко струва билетът?" (Kolko struva biletat?) - How much does the ticket
cost?
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"Вземете ме от/до летището" (Vzemete me ot/do letishteto) - Take me
to/from the airport

"Моля ви, спрете тук" (Molya vi, sprete tuk) - Please, stop here

"Колко е далече това място?" (Kolko e daleche tova myasto?) - How far is
this place?

4. Shopping and Bargaining

Bulgaria offers a variety of unique shopping experiences. In bustling markets and
local stores, these phrases can be useful:

"Колко струва това?" (Kolko struva tova?) - How much does this cost?

"Мога ли да ползвам отстъпка?" (Moga li da polzvam otstapka?) - Can I
get a discount?

"Искам да купя това" (Iskam da kupya tova) - I want to buy this

"Имате ли този продукт в друг цвят?" (Imate li tozi produkt v droug
tsvyat?) - Do you have this product in a different color?

"Може ли да го опаковате като подарък?" (Moje li da go opakovate kato
podarak?) - Can you wrap it as a gift?

5. Emergency Situations

While traveling, it's essential to know how to handle emergency situations. These
phrases might prove invaluable during critical times:

"На помощ!" (Na pomosht!) - Help!

"Извикайте полицията!" (Izvikayte politsiyata!) - Call the police!

"Имам нужда от лекар" (Imam nuzhda ot lekar) - I need a doctor



"Изгубих си документите" (Izgubih si dokumentite) - I lost my documents

"Опитайте се да ми помогнете" (Opitayte se da mi pomognete) - Please try
to help me

Now armed with these essential phrases, you can confidently travel through
Bulgaria, connect with the locals, and immerse yourself in the rich Bulgarian
culture. Remember, making an effort to communicate in the native language can
lead to remarkable experiences and create lasting memories.
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**Get 3 Bonus Conversation Cheat Sheets Inside***

Do you want to learn Bulgarian the fast, fun and easy way?

And do you want to travel to Bulgaria and get around like a pro?

Then this is the book for you.

Learn Bulgarian: A Complete Phrase Compilation for Traveling to Bulgaria is
designed for Absolute Beginner learners and travelers.
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You learn the must-know travel phrases, survival phrases, vocab and cultural
insights to make your trip to Bulgaria a breeze. All were hand-picked by our team
of Bulgarian teachers and experts.

You’ll be able to...
• Learn About Bulgarian Culture, Customs & Manners
• Master Common Greetings
• Make Conversation with the Locals with Common Phrases
• Shop and Order Food at Restaurants
• Book Hotels and Take Transportation
• Call for Help, Get Assistance in English & Much More

With this Audiobook Compilation, you get:
• 75 Lessons
• Series included: Bulgarian Survival Phrases Series and Learn Bulgarian:
Discover Bulgarian Culture & Traditions
• 3 Bonus Conversation Cheat Sheets

By the end of this book, you will be able to perform everyday activities in
Bulgarian and speak basic Bulgarian.
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